
 

Level: 4MS 

FINAL EXAM  

      There was a king who decided to take a tour of his country. As he passed by different 

places, everyone rushed to see him. However, while passing by a certain place, he noticed a 

poor old man who did not pay any attention to the king's arrival and remained engaged in his 

own activities. The king went up to this poor man and asked why he did not join the people to 

see him. The poor man replied, "Before you, there was another king who once passed by this 

place. Everyone gathered to see him as well. But, few days later he died and was buried in a 

place nearby.A poor man also died during that time and was buried near the king's grave. 

After some time, a strong flood passed through that area causing those graves to overturn. 

As a result, the bones of the poor man became mixed up with those of the king's. We could 

not differentiate between them any longer. After seeing this, it does not matter to me 

anymore as to who is a king and who is a beggar. In the end, our home is the same." 

: IslamCan.comSource 

"The King and the Poor Man" 

Part One (14pts) 

A - Reading Conprehension (7pts) 
 

Activity 1: Answer these questions (2pts) 

a -Did the poor man rush to see the king ?     

b-Was the poor man aged ? 

Activity 2: Write " true " , " false " or " not mentioned " (3pts)   

a-  The poor man was interested in the king's visit. 

b-The king wasn't old. 

c-The bones were mixed up by the floods. 

Find in the input words that are closest in meaning to: (1pt)-Activity 3: a 

hurried =                                     answered =                 tomb =                   

        b-Find in the input words that are opposite in meaningto:(1pt) 

weak≠                                        qween ≠                departure≠ 
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:Complete the table:Activity 1    

 

 

 

 

 

 

:Complete the table:2Activity

Adjectives Comparatives Superlatives
- ………

- great

- irritable

- easy

- farther than

- …………………

- ………………

- ………………

- ……………

- The greatest

- ……………

- ……………

 

        

Activity 3: Classify these words according to their vowel sounds 

gathered   -  country  -  another - tomb  - flood- through -pass                                 

 

 

 

 

 6pts)

Part two: Written Expression:

You heard or know a funny story or a folk tale. Write it in few lines (6 to 10 lines)             

 

Singular Plural
- life

- ……………

- sheep

- key

- …………

- authorities

- ...........

- …………

/u:/ /a:/ / ʌ/ / ææ  / 
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